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I get asked this question many times
when I’m working with families and
their baby. As a new mother you will
find yourself feeding often (however
you are feeding) and as a result, a great
deal of the day you will be holding your
baby and at times “nap trapped” or
your baby is sleeping on you. It is a
common belief within the baby sleep
industry & on social media, that you
must "put your baby down so they can
learn to self-settle". Right? The problem
with this approach is when you put
them down they wake up almost
immediately, become unsettled and
you need to start settling all over again,
possibly according to a strict schedule
or plan. This can leave you feeling
defeated and confused about what to
do. 

Parenting a baby is tough and can be
overwhelming especially as a first time
parent. You will be getting all sorts of
advice and pressure from others to
parent in a certain way. This advice is
often not supported by current infant
sleep science, biological infant
neuroscience and/or realistic
developmental expectations of babies. I
challenge this outdated non-evidenced 

"How do I get my
baby down to have

a nap?"

based approach to care of babies with a
more gentle, responsive & attachment
focused approach, that is holistic &
individualised to both the baby's
temperament and family values.

In this guide you will learn 5 simple
steps that are gentle, responsive and
cue/behaviour driven by your baby. This
approach will support your baby to take
sleep they naturally need but also that
provides you with an opportunity in the
day to feel like you again. You will
achieve time to attend to your own
cares ie shower, brush your teeth, sit in
the sun or even make some lunch to eat
for the first time that day. Ready to
start? 

Read on & feel more confident in
supporting your baby, in a way that is
right for you & your baby. No more
"Cookie Cutter" schedules. 
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1. Awake Sleep
Space Experience
Whatever your chosen sleep
space ie pepi pod, bassinet, cot, allow
your baby to have some awake time
in this space to look around and get
know how this space feels.  You
could be tidying the room while they
are there, hoovering, making the bed
etc. Keep checking in with them
with your voice and visually so they
know you are still there. 

A bright, naturally lit room with
visual access to a window, will hold
your baby's attention longer than
you think. Depending on the age of
your baby and where their vision is
at, they can spend time gaining
sensory nourishment from
watching shadows, contrasts,
curtains waving in the breeze, trees
moving outside or even a few birds
flapping about outside. 

This type of sensory nourishment is
fundamental for brain development
and will most definitely support
better quality of sleep. The brain will
need to have some down time i.e.
sleep, to process this sensory
experience and be ready for the next
life experience or block of awake
time.

. 

When your baby is having some
awake time in the chosen sleep
space, they may only be able tolerate
this for 1-2mins before they signal to
you for reassurance. Sometimes they
might surprise you and last long after
you have finished tidying, for example
and you are wanting to leave the
room to move onto something else. 

If your baby is happy and chatting
away, then pop out of the room (as
long as your baby is on a safe sleep
surface) and pop back in short
intervals and check in. How long
before you try the next steps will
depend entirely on your baby’s
temperament and their unique ability
to self-regulate with confidence. This
is rate of self-regulation is biologically
different for every baby. 
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 Does your baby sleep in the car, push
chair, on the play mat in the lounge
room? So they can take sleep in the
daylight, in noisy chatty
environments and fall asleep while
watching the world rush past them?
It's confusing then why families are
told that babies need to sleep in
blacked out rooms..?? This is another
sleep industry myth. 

The truth is there is no need for Black
Out Curtains or making your baby’s
room completely null of sensory
experience when they take a daytime
nap. A myth I hear about is the need
to "induce Melatonin in the baby to
support better daytime sleep". The
research in the biology of infant sleep
does not support this and it has no
impact on the amount of sleep in
24hrs that your baby needs to take.
The biology of sleep is far more
complex then that and is primarily
driven by internal bodily functions in
all of us and if our brain and internal
clocks are not primed for sleep, then
you cannot force sleep on anyone. 

2. Sleep
Environment

So bring your baby into the chosen
room, start the calming for sleep
stage ie feed to sleep, patting etc,
possibly draw the curtains to reduce
direct sunlight. Allow them to see the
sleep space they are in and they will
remember being here before whilst
awake. Therefore in time, it's a
familiar place and therefore your
baby is more likely to maintain calm,
for longer. 

Another factor to consider
if we encourage TOO much sleep or
longer naps in the day it for our
babies, this caneffect the blocks of
sleep taken at night, increase night
wake ups, early wake ups and
generalised stress for your baby as a
result of being asked to take more
sleep than their bodies need.
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3. Which Nap To 
Choose?

ability to calm or self-regulate may

be a little more difficult.

Choose 1 nap time each day ie one
of the earlier naps and aim for that
nap to be taken in their own sleep
space that they have had some
awake experience ie pepi pod,
bassinet, cot etc. 

This nap at first may only last for
10mins and may take you multiple
attempts but like you your baby
needs to build confidence when
learning a new skill and this only
comes with practice, time and you
responding to your baby while they
are navigating this new place of
daytime rest and sleep.
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Keep your expectations around this
new skill realistic and know that your
baby may not take to this nap the
same way everyday. Feel confident
that by offering this opportunity to
experience this way of falling asleep,
being asleep & responding to their
needs as they communicate them
with you, you are positively
supporting your baby's emotional
development that will last them a
lifetime. 

Our babies develop self-regulation
skills by being repeatedly co-
regulated and soothed by their
caregiver, via responding and
validating their emotional & physical
needs which calms a dysregulated
nervous system.

In my experience with working with
hundreds of families it’s the earlier
naps in the day that tend to work
best for this strategy, although not
always. Babies tend to be more calm
and rested in the early hours of the
day compared to later in the day,
when they have had a day of sensory
experiences and their 



4. Baby's Response
To Something 

New
For some baby’s this new approach
can be unsettling, scary and lonely
causing their fight or flight stress
response to ignite & they may
become very distressed. This baby is
what I call a "Signaller" and they
may need multiple pick ups,
soothing pats, rocking, shushing etc
to help them regulate themselves at
most attempts in the early days.  

This staged approach could end up
being aborted back to contact
napping after a few attempts until
your baby has built up confidence in
this new independent skill and/or is
able to access the developmental
skill of self-regulation, which
develops at different times for
different babies. 

Or your baby maybe a little

more cruisey by temperament and
is able to tap into these
developmental  "Self -Regulation"
abilities quite well. This baby may
recognise initially that is could be
stressful but can manage 

to self-regulate a little quicker and
settle after a little touch/voice support
from you and/or sucking their hands
etc. 

Wherever your baby is at on this scale,
being patient, consistent and baby
led in your response is key to stepping
through this new skill in a gentle and
responsive way. 
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5. Settling into
Sleep Space

feed to sleep
rocking
shushing
bouncing on ball
singing
white noise

 This is where you use your chosen
settling to sleep technique that you
always use whether its: 

You will want to be thinking about
calming techniques that can be
replicated in the sleep space ie
patting, stroking etc so incorporate
these into your primary way of settling
ie feed to sleep - start patting bottom
while your feeding etc.
Then when your ready place them
down in the sleep space.

Continue to offer co-regulation
support (that is calming support from
you) in the way your baby prefers ie
patting, shushing, stroking, as above
etc. Be patient and realistic here. Meet
your baby's needs as they navigate
this experience. With time and your
response, they will build confidence.

Does your baby’s eyes pop
open when they are being

placed into the bassinet or
cot? 

When we place our babies into the
sleep space we tend to do so in a way
that triggers the baby’s reflex to
suddenly wake up because to them
they are falling backwards. This is a
primitive survival reflex and is more
prevalent in the younger baby.

So my strategy is to bring baby to the
sleep space from a horizontal side
lying position in your arms, laying
down on their side in the sleep space
initially, comfort in this position ie
patting and then slowly roll towards
their back once they are calm and/or
drifting off to sleep. 
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Hi I'm Karla
My background is a Registered Nurse
of 25yrs, NZ Wellchild Nurse, IAIM
Certified Infant Massage Instructor &
an International Certified Holistic
Sleep Coach.

My passion is supporting families
care for their babies in a way that
promotes gentle, responsive and
attachment focused parenting, with
an emphasis on educating parents
with high quality current information
from reputable sources. Maternal &
Infant Mental Health is also
paramount when I support families
and is never compromised. 

I offer high quality education and
relevant practical strategies to
parents about what life is like for
their baby from a biological and
normal behavioural perspective,
which assists parents to better
understand how to meet their baby's
needs. Acknowledging the families
values and meeting their lifestyle
needs is fundamental to successful
outcomes too.  Then as a result this
holistic apporach reduces overall
unsettled crying periods, better
quality of sleep for all & parents can
enjoy time with their baby again. 
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This is where the magic truly sits,
right?
This is what I have offered you here in
this downloadable. Realistic, biological
and behavioural based approaches,
that are supported by current
evidence , in meeting the needs of
your baby.

When I work alongside families, I
 support them to feel more
empowered & confident within their
parenting, with knowledge from a
professional practitioner, who is
qualified to support them and their
baby. 
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"What Do My Clients Say?"

"Its so refreshing to work with
Karla around sleep. Karla has

given us information &
knowledge that has made a

real difference for our sleep. She
was always senstive & insightful

to my needs as well as the
needs of my daughter. I highly

recommend Karla for sleep
coaching."

Jaisha, 9th August

"Karla supported us with feeding,

understanding our little mans fussy

behaviours, and gentle sleep settling

techniques. Karla reassured us as first time

parents which has certainly built our

confidence and I wouldn't hesitate to contact

Karla again. Karla has a wealth of knowledge

and I can see that she is responsive to the

individual needs of each family."

Ashleigh, 22nd June

"Karla has been an absolute
blessing! Helping us to understand

what is going on with our now 11
month old boy. He was waking

every 1.5-2 hours overnight
screaming. In the past 10 days we
have gone from 6+ wakes a night
to him waking 2-3 times. All while

following our boys lead and
responding to his needs in a loving

and nurturing way." 
Amanda, 22nd May



Thank You...
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Congratulations!  You now have some
fantastic tools and strategies to try with
your baby.
What's next? Start your plan today on
how you are going to incorporate what
you have learned from this guide in
acheiveing your baby taking a nap in their
own sleep space. 
Need more support? Every baby will
respond differently and you might like to
have more guidance on this or on other
aspects of your baby's sleep.
You can head over and "like" me on my
facebook page for further freebies,
updates or upcoming courses.  Check out
my website where you can review my
qualifications, blogs, services & client
reviews. 

Contact Me To
Book a FREE

Call

Sleep Well, Karla

Email:karla@nurturingtouch.co.nz
Website: ww.nurturingtouch.co.nz
FB - Nurturingtouch with Karla
Phone: 02108876602
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Approach Sleep with a Nurturing Touch


